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1 Introduction

The assignment was to create a pipeline for defect
detection on wafer bin maps using the dataset of
wafer bin maps that was created and supplied with
the task. Whole process is divided into data loading,
pre-processing, binary classification with CNN to
decide whether some defect is present and after that
another CNN classification to detect which pattern
type is present.

2 Data

Data which were supplied from Onsemi company
were in a form of CSV files, each containing sin-
gle wafer bin map. Files were distributed across
directories, which were named as individual defect
pattern classes that the map belonged to. Each
map contains bins from values -1 to 14, but there
is usually around 3-5 unique values only. -1 repre-
sents bins, that are not part of the wafer bin map
itself (background and places on map that weren’t
measured), 0 for good bins and positive numbers
for bad bins. There were in total 14473 CSV files,
each labeled from classes: clear as in no defect, field,
mask, probe and scratch. Each map has dimensions
of 65 × 105 bins.

There is a possibility, that the same map may
be in several directories at the same time, meaning
that there is possibility of mutli-labeling of the same
map. I counted 214 maps that have more than single
label, which is not that big number to make multi-
label classifier since most of them have single label
only, but it should be kept in mind and if more
multi-label instances will be supllied, it would be
meaningful to train such model.

2.1 Classes

Each class represents certain pattern, which offers a
way to detect how were the defects caused. For ex-
ample scratch pattern can be easily seen by a human
eye as simple "scratch" of bad bins in a map. Visu-
alizating function was created to properly inspect
the patterns. Each map was scaled to rectangular

size before plotting.

Figure 1: Examples of wafer bin maps for each class.

2.2 Class imbalance

Classes were quite heavily imbalanced. There was
almost twice as much samples for clear maps than
all patterns together, it was for that reason that
it was decided, that two separate models will work
better that just one. One just for defect detection
and other for pattern classification. They can be
used separately from one another, first could be
used to filter out good wafer bin maps that can go
straight to packaging and the rest for inspection
and/or pattern classification with the other model.

2.3 Class balancing

Individual classes were balanced through combina-
tion of random down-sampling and custom over-
sampling with respect to the domain. For example
new scratch wafer bin maps were synthesized by hor-
izontally flipping existing scratch wafer bin maps
and by rotating them by 180 degrees. Balancing
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Figure 2: Sample counts for each class.

was made only on train part of the data set, vali-
dation part had not been touched. Train and test
part were split and test part made 35% of the whole
dataset.

In defect detection problem there were 6501 sam-
ples of clear maps and 2907 of maps with defect
which was down-scaled to 2907 samples of both
classes.

In pattern classification the classes, field, mask,
probe and scratch were of sizes 241, 1889, 700,
78 respectively. Since there were so little scratch
maps, they were upscaled with previously mentioned
method of flipping and rotating existing maps. All
class distribution was down-scaled to 234 of each
class type.

3 Methods

I decided to use CNN models, since wafer bin map
is basically picture and CNN works very well on
pictures since the convolution layers extracts impor-
tant features such as edges, which is very important
for detecting for example edges. CNN was also used
on defect detection in work [3] by authors Jianbo Yu
and Xiaolei Lu and they achieved very good results
on different dataset of wafer bin maps.

Other methods that are being used in this field
are Sparse CNN, which was used in work [1] with
very good results and Nonlocal Linear Discriminant
Analysis as in work [2].

3.1 Defect detection with CNN

For the defect detection part, CNN was constructed
with three convolution layers, three pooling layers,
and two fully connected layers. Kernel size was
set to 3 × 3 and as a loss function was chosen to
be binary cross-entropy, since we are using binary
classifier. Input shape wasn’t changed from the
wafer map dimensions, since convolution is very

well defined function and is shape insensitive.

Figure 3: Model summary of CNN for defect detec-
tion.

3.2 Pattern recognition with CNN

CNN for defect pattern classification was basically
very similar in architecture as the previous one, but
categorical cross-entropy was used instead since we
are in different problem space. Early stopping was
also introduced since over fitting was worsening the
validation accuracy and other metrics.

Figure 4: Model summary of CNN for pattern clas-
sification.
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4 Results

Final results considering accuracy were very promis-
ing, but when other metrics showed some flaws of
final model.

4.1 Defect detection

First model performed really well. Accuracy on
the validation data during training epochs basically
oscillated between 98% and 99% and other metrics
were performing really good as well.

Results achieved can be seen in table 1.

Metrics class Test data
Accuracy all 0.9868
Loss all 0.0436
F1 score clear 0.9904
F1 score defect 0.9785
Precision clear 0.9785
Precision defect 0.9763
Recall clear 0.9894
Recall defect 0.9807

Table 1: Metrics achieved by model during the last
epoch of the training.

As we can see model doesn’t overfit any of the
classes and therefore is very usable for simple defect
detection and therefore production process of the
integrated circuits. Is can be seen that the class
balancing helped quite a lot. Before the balancing
other metrics than accuracy weren’t that high.

Results are also quite similar to results achived
in [3].

4.2 Defect classification

Second model was harder to perfect and it is still
not really perfect. It was very difficult to hit 90% on
validation accuracy and when it was achieved, the
precision on the over-sampled class (scratch) was
usually not very good. Other three classes on the
other hand achieved very usable, even good, results.

Results from the last training epoch can be seen
on table 2.

It was expected that the class balancing will pro-
vide good precision on all classes, since they are
quite distinctive. Although, when the data is more
closely inspected, it is quite obvious why the preci-
sion on scratch class is that bad. On lot of probe
wafer bin maps, there is vertical line of bad bins,
which the convolution kernels certainly see as a big
brightness difference, and therefore as a edge and
that will be one of the biggest factors in detecting
scratches. So it makes quite sense, because in vali-

Metrics class Test data
Accuracy all 0.91
Loss all 0.2916
F1 score field 0.96
F1 score mask 0.96
F1 score probe 0.84
F1 score scratch 0.53
Precision field 0.97
Precision mask 0.94
Precision probe 0.88
Precision scratch 0.54
Recall field 0.95
Recall mask 0.97
Recall probe 0.81
Recall scratch 0.51

Table 2: Metrics achieved by model during epoch
with the best loss function result.

dation data, there is no class balancing and there is
very small amount of scratch wafer bin maps and
therefore if some of probe wafer bin maps, which
is the second largest class, are miss-classified, then
there will be very bad metrics for scratch class on
validation dataset.

Other reason of bad metrics on the scratch class
could be reason mentioned in section about the
dataset. There are some implicitly multi-labeled
maps, which are saved multiple times across directo-
ries. And if there are lot of duplicates with scratch
class included, it would make sense, that the results
aren’t optimal.

Results were much better after introduction of
the early stopping feature during the training phase,
since the model had tendency to overfit the training
dataset a lot.

However, all things considered every other class
performed really well and the model is very much
usable.

5 Conclusion

Overall process was successful, both of the models
are usable, they can be used separately for different
applications in integrated circuit production. Re-
sults in the defect detection were really good and
during pattern classification also very good for three
classes of the three. Relying solely on the neural
network would be still quite risky and could cost
money if some wafers would be badly classified, but
even though using these in factory process could
save lot of money and time, especially in year 2021.

Best thing for the project would be to improve the
dataset and correctly classify all the multi-pattern
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wafers.
In the future it would be good to experiment with

multi-label classification and for each map export
probability of each pattern.
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